
 

Automatic Bottle unscrambler, bottle capping machine China
manufacturerMachine

 

 

 

It is suitable for feeding cans/jars/tins/bottles one by one to the following



process, such as a filling system. It can also be used to collect the can
/jar/tin/bottle that has been filled.

 

 

Suitable for round, square and flat square bottles made of all kinds of
materials, etc.

 



 

 

1. Easy operation: if changing bottles, there is no need to change
any part, just a simple adjustment

 

2. Strong applicability, suitable for round, square and flat square
bottles made of all kinds of materials, especially for big-size
bottles

 

3. Small area occupation and convenient maintenance

 

4. This machine frame material adopts the best quality stainless
steel. Other parts also adopt non-toxic, durable series materials,
electric and pneumatic systems select and use partially imported
parts, lower equipment failure ratio and high stability.

 

5. The maximum production efficiency reaches up to 60 bottles per
minute according to different bottle shapes.
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Automatic Bottle Unscramble
machine

The machine consists of the
Unscrambler plate of the bottle

conveying track, which
automatically arranges the bottles

and the monorail into the host since
the pipeline, storage, and buffering
turn to the track on the conveyor.

 



Capping feeder

Working with a cap elevator, it is
easier to pour bottle caps, and the
machine will arrange caps orderly

and supply them in time. This saves
working labor and reduces

production errors.

 

Capping machine

The machine is beautiful in shape,
has a fast capping speed, and has a

high pass applicable to different
bottle-shaped caps for food,
pharmaceutical, cosmetic,

pesticide, and other industries.

 



Touchscreen control panel

The working parameter on the
touchscreen control panel can be
shown clearly in real-time. It is

more convenient when debugging
the machine. Different kinds of

operation language can be
customized to operation needs.
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With a professional after-sales service team, we can provide you with
satisfactory and technical service no matter which country you are in;
Any videos of packing machine installation, adjusting, setting, and
maintenance are available for any buyer;
If you have any problem when using the machine and the videos can not
help, our technician will video chat with you to fix your problem;
(Notice: In order to save your cost, we offer various video chatting
services for you, but if you insist on the service overseas, the travel
expense and technician cost will paid by you.)



 

 

Upon receipt of payment , delivery date will be in 15-30 working days, By Air, by Sea or by
Express (DHL etc)

 

FAQ

Q1. Are you a manufacturer?

A1: Yes, we are an experienced manufacturer with our own brand and
production lines, welcome to visit our factory at your convenient time.



 

Q2. How about the quality of products?

A2: Our technicians and QC teams test the products one by one using
aging lines, professional devices, and instruments to ensure the quality of
all products.

 

Q3. How about the price?

A3: We are a manufacturer and always offer our customers the most
competitive prices.

 

Q4. How to place an order?

A4: Contact with online service, or send an email to us directly, we will
reply to you with the product price, specifications, packing, etc. soon.
Thank you.

 

Q5. May I send samples to you for testing? 

A5: Yes! You are welcome to send us your products to test by our
machine.

 

Q6. How long is your delivery time?

A6: Generally it is 5-10 days if the goods are in stock. or it is 15-30 days if
the goods are not in stock.


